The traditional artificial bee colony algorithm has the disadvantages of insufficient population diversity, strong equation-searching ability but weak developing capacity, which leads to poor quality of solution, local optimum and slow global convergence. This paper increases the population diversity by unlearning initialization, improves the quality of the solution, as well as avoids the local optimum. What's more, we introduce the cross-operation and the global optimal value into the search process so that it can generate candidate solution next to the global optimal. Thus, it accelerates global convergence speed. The simulation results show that the optimization performance of different optimal function algorithm is better when the cross-factor is about 0.5. An improved ABC algorithm based on initial population and neighborhood search results show that the optimization accuracy is improved by about 2 times, which avoids the local optimum generally. Meanwhile, the number of iteration decreases about 8% to15%, accelerating the global convergence speed.
INTRODUCTION
In 2005, inspired by bee twist, Karaboga D successfully applied the principle of bee twist to the numerical optimization of the function, and systematically proposed Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC algorithm). So far, the research and application of ABC algorithm are still in the initial stage. But because of its simple method, easy achievement, less control parameters and high robust, it has become one of the hotspots in the field of intelligent research and been concerned by more and more scholars.
The traditional ABC algorithm randomly generates the initial population. If the initial solution is not reasonable, it will have a great influence on the optimization performance of the whole algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to upgrade the initial solution of the ABC algorithm. In order to increase the diversity of initial population, so that the initial solution can evenly distribute in the solution space, Ding Haijun et al proposed a small interval generation method to produce the initial solution, which effectively ensures population diversity, improves the quality of the solution, and strengthen the converge to the global optimal value. Tuo Shouheng put forward an improved artificial bee constrained optimization algorithm that uses orthogonal experimental design method when population is initialized and reconnaissance bees are finding new nectar. Gao Weifeng et al came up with an improved ABC algorithm that applied unlearning to population initialization so as to increase population diversity.
Based on chaos randomness and ergodicity, Luo Jun et al proposed to use chaotic sequence initial solution to advance the diversity of understanding and ergodicity of search.
Neighborhood search is an important part of ABC algorithm, which is related to the exploring and developing capacity of algorithms and the global convergence speed. Thus, the improvement of neighbourhood search has attracted extensive research by scholars. Wang Huiying et al brought up an improved artificial bee colony algorithm that introduced the global optimal value into the neighborhood search pattern of the bees. It increases the search ability of bee searching the optimal position. Bi Xiaojun et al guided the evolution of the population by using the cross-operation of mining bees and reconnaissance bees to promote the rapid convergence of the algorithm. Enlightened by particle swarm optimization, Zhu and Kwong put forward the artificial bee colony algorithm guided by global optimal solution, adding the memory function of global optimal value to the search formula.
In order to improve the quality of solution, overcome the local optimum and promote the global convergence speed, this paper, the unlearning is applied to the initialization. We use it to enhance the quality of solution and avoid local maximum by increasing the diversity of initial population. At the same time, based on the global artificial bee colony algorithm, employs cross-operation to the solution generated by global optimal value and neighborhood search. It improves the developing capacity of the algorithm, strengthens the search ability of nearby global optimal value and accelerates the global convergence speed. The simulation results show that the algorithm improves the optimization accuracy while avoiding the local optimum. Meanwhile, the number of iteration decreases about 8% to15% of the total iteration, accelerating the global convergence speed. In short, the algorithm has achieved good results.
The Improved ABC Algorithm

Improve the strategy
For lack of the initial population diversity that affects the quality of the solution, and the easy way to cause the local optimal, the paper puts forward an unlearning improvement strategy to increase the diversity of the initial population. By finding the inverse solution of the initial solution, the strategy doubles the initial solution, and increases the diversity of the initial solution which will improve the quality of the solution, so that the algorithm can avoid the local optimum.
According to strong exploring ability but weak developing capacity of ABC' algorithm which leads to slow convergence speed, this paper introduces the global optimal value into the search formula, which improves the search ability near the global optimal solution. And then through cross operation of neighborhood search and global optimal solution, the developing capacity of algorithm is promoted. In this way, the global convergence speed is accelerated. The way to improve ABC algorithm is shown in Figure 2 It can be seen from the figure that the initial population is doubled, and the initial solution space is fully utilized. It plays an important role in improving the quality of the solution and avoiding the local optimum. we also see the change of the neighborhood search formula, this paper introduce the cross operation and global optimal solution into the neighborhood search formula, which increase both the development ability of the algorithm and the search ability of the global optimal solution. It plays an important role in accelerating the global convergence speed.
A population initialization method based on unlearning
The population initialization is very important in the group intelligent evolutionary algorithm, which relates to the quality of the solution. The standard artificial bee colony algorithm randomly generates the initial population without any priori conditions. It can not guarantee that the initial solution is fully utilized by the entire solution space. So it affects the efficiency of the algorithm to a large extent. We use an unlearning initialization method. This method makes the initial solution full use of the initial search space to ensure that the initial solution is distributed evenly throughout the solution space to a certain extent. First, the algorithm randomly generates the initial solution in the initialization phase. Next, find the inverse solution of each randomly initial solution. Finally, put the two types of solution fix together and calculate their fitness. All fitness values are sorted, and the solution with higher fitness value is taken as the initial population. It can improve the quality of solution and avoid falling into the local optimum in this way.
Algorithm 1(A population initialization method based on unlearning)
01: Initialize the population and the number of population is NP, i=1,2,…,NP；j=1,2,…,D 02: X(NP) as the initial solution is generated randomly by using equation (1).
03: OX(NP) as the inverse solution of the initial solution generate by using equation (2).
04: The best NP fitness are selected as the initial population in {X (NP)∪OX (NP)}.
A neighborhood search method based on cross operation
There are mining bees, see bees and reconnaissance bees in the standard artificial bee colony algorithm, and three kinds of bees cooperate with each other to complete the honey mining process. The mining bees and see bees perform a neighborhood search according to equation (3) in each cycle.
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x means the number i solution of the number j coordinate.
, kj x means the number k solution of the number j coordinate. It can be seen from the search formula that the neighborhood search of the algorithm does not have the global optimal value, so the algorithm has insufficient searching ability near the global optimal value, leading to slow convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, Zhu and Kwong put forward the artificial bee colony algorithm guided by global optimal solution, adding the memory function of global optimal value to the search formula. The search formula is as shown in equation (4), it increases the search ability of the global optimal solution, and accelerating the global convergence speed.
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β is the random number among [0,1.5].
Global j x represents the global optimal solution. Through the study, it is found that equation (4) can balance the algorithm's exploration and development ability by adding the third term, but it affects the global optimization ability of the algorithm to a certain extent. Therefore, by the influence of the cross operation in the genetic algorithm, the development ability of the bee colony algorithm is enhanced by the cross operation.
In this paper, we put the two crosses and artificial bee colony algorithm fix together. For the two crosses, each of the components will first generate a random number between 0 and 1. If rand is less than the cross factor cr, the target component is accepted. Otherwise the corresponding component of the current individual is retained. For example, when the mining bees finish neighborhood search, we will cross the operation with the global optimal value, as shown in equation (5). Through the above operation, it improved the development ability of the algorithm, while it limited the exploring ability of the algorithm. In order to increase the exploring ability of the algorithm, we established a new global optimal value cross operation, as shown in equation (6). 
With the new global optimal value cross operation, we can see that not only the global optimal value is introduced into the search formula, but also the cross operation is applied to it. This operation not only increases the development capability of the algorithm, but also strengthens the global optimal value near the search ability. It is critical to speed up the global convergence rate. And the cross factor cr has different effects on different optimization functions. Therefore, choosing a reasonable crossover coefficient has an important effect on function optimization. This requires us to experiment with the selection of reasonable cross factor cr.
Implementation steps based on improved ABC algorithm
The method of unlearning initialization increasing the diversity of the initial solution, and improving the quality of the solution while avoiding local optimum. A neighborhood search method based on cross operation through a reasonable cross factor to coordinate the ability to explore the algorithm and development capabilities. It reduced the number of iterations to achieve convergence accuracy and accelerates global convergence. Therefore, the improved ABC algorithm based on initial population and neighborhood search make full use of its advantages, and it has greatly improved for the standard artificial bee colony algorithm optimization performance. The algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 2 .2. 02: X(NP) as the initial solution is generated randomly by using equation (1).
03: OX(NP) as the inverse solution of the initial solution generate by using equation (2).
04: The best NP fitness are selected as the initial population in {X (NP)∪OX (NP)}. 08: See bees follow probability calculation.
09: Replacing see bees to mining bees, proceed to 06,07 steps.
10: Reconnaissance bees randomly search for new sources by using equation (1).
11: The algorithm satisfies the loop stop condition.
12: Save the global optimal value.
Simulation Experiment
In order to test the performance of the improved ABC algorithm (OCGABC) based on the initial population and neighborhood search, and to select the reasonable cross-ratio, we selected six basic test functions to test and compare with the results of standard artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). Table 1 shows the number of extremes, functional, search coverage and optimum of these six basic test functions. All numerical experiments are carried out with MATLAB. In the experiment of selecting cross-ratios, all test functions are implemented under the following conditions: the number of initial population "NP = 40", the maximum number of iteration "maxCycle = 500", the limited times of search "Limit = 50", unchangeable "D = 20", cross-ratios "cr = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7". Under the same conditions, the optimal value, the worst value, the mean value and the number of iterations when reaching the convergence accuracy are all obtained by 10 independent experiments. Among them, the optimal value, the worst value and the mean value reflect the quality of the solution; the mean value means the accuracy of understanding; the standard deviation reflects the stability and robust of the algorithm; the number of iteration when reaching convergence accuracy indicates the global convergence speed of the algorithm. The test results are shown in Table 2 . In the comparison experiment between the improved ABC algorithm based on the initial population and neighborhood search and the standard artificial bee colony algorithm, the F1, F2, F4, F5 and F6 functions select "NP = 40", "maxCycle = 500", "Limit = 50", "cr = 0.5", "D = 20". Because F3 function does not reach the convergence accuracy of 1e-3 when the number of iteration is 500, this function takes maxCycle = 2000, and the rest of the initialization parameters remain unchanged. Under the same conditions, the optimal value, the worst value, the mean value, the standard deviation, the number of convergence iteration and the time of iteration are all obtained by these 10 experiments. The test results are shown in Table 3 . Table 2 and Figure 1 show the comparison charts of experimental data and test results of cross-ratio cr, which are changed by ABC algorithm of cross-operation under other unchanged initial conditions. The bold data in Table 2 represents the better data in the comparison. It can be seen that the optimal value, the worst value, the mean value and the standard deviation of all functions are better than those of other cross-ratios when the cross-ratio of cross-operation ABC algorithm is chosen to be 0.5. Although the optimal values of F1, F4 and F5 functions are better than the other cross-operation ratios when cr = 0.7, the difference is generally smaller when compared with cr = 0.5. Because all data in this experiment come from 10 experiments, there will be with accidental factors. The standard deviations are better than those of other cross-ratios, and also with strong stability in algorithm. From the test comparison chart in Fig. 1 , it can be seen that the algorithm is superior to other cross-ratios in terms of convergence speed or convergence accuracy, when cr = 0.5. The test function contains a few, much or more extremum. No matter what kind of test functions, we got stable test results when cr = 0.5. In the comprehensive analysis, when cr = 0.5 or so, the optimization performance of different optimization function algorithms is better. （The dimension of the test function is D = 20, the accuracy of test convergence is 1e-3, the convergence accuracy of F1 and F4 is 1e-4, and × indicates the maximum number of iteration is not reached the requirement of convergence accuracy. When cr is 0.5, the bold are the better data in comparison. Each result is obtained from 10 experiments on average） Table 3 and Fig. 3 .2, OCGABC, based on the above experiment, introduces the optimal cross-ratio cr = 0.5 into the algorithm, and compares with the standard artificial bee colony algorithm. From Table 3 , comparing with ABC algorithm, test results of OCGABC have improved greatly in the optimal value, the worst value, the mean value, the standard deviation, and the number of iteration when reaching the convergence accuracy. The mean value and standard deviation are better than ABC algorithm, which shows that the stability of the algorithm is better while improving the optimization precision. And they are very close to the global optimal value (except F5 function), which means that the algorithm avoid local optimum. More importantly, when the total number of iteration is 500, the number of iteration of the algorithm is reduced by about 30-50 times when reaching optimization accuracy. The number of iteration is reduced by more than 400 times, when the total number of iteration in F3 function is 2000. Through data analysis, the number of iteration is reduced by about 8% -15% of the total number of iteration, when OCGABC algorithm achieves convergence accuracy. Although the time in each iteration is slightly worse than that of ABC algorithm, the overall difference is small. By reducing the number of iterations, it greatly saves the time required for the operational time. Although the F5 function does not meet the requirement of convergence accuracy after the completion of iteration, its optimization accuracy has also been improved, which shows that OCGABC has achieved good results. From Figure 3 .2, it can be seen that OCGABC has been further improved in the optimization of performance, when comparing with ABC algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an improved ABC algorithm (OCGABC) based on initial population and neighborhood search is proposed by initializing unlearning and introducing the cross operation into the global artificial algorithm. After increasing the diversity of initial solution, the developing capacity and exploring of the algorithm are balanced. The appropriate cross-ratio is selected through experiment and applied to the improved algorithm. From the experimental results, the algorithm avoids the global optimization, improves the convergence accuracy, reduces the number of iteration when reaching the convergence accuracy, that is, the global convergence speed is greatly improved, especially greatly reducing the iteration when reaching convergence accuracy. This indicator in the requirements of rough accuracy saves a greater cost by reducing the number of iteration.
